
How to buy plastic or galvanised trolley bins?    
German Distribution o�ers a wide range of plastic and galvanised trolley bins. We are very attached to customer value and 
that’s why we made up this questionnaire to serve you with a fully customised quotation. Please take the time to �ll in this  
form, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

1. For what type(s) of waste do you want to use the trolley bin(s)? 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Do you need any colour coding or stickers for the purpose of 
sorting/recycling? (Please specify) 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. A) Do you have any colour preferences for plastic bins:    
 Yellow  Red Green    Blue   Black 

B) For galvanized bins: please specify the colour code: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. How many bins do you need? Quantity: ______________ 
5. If there is a costsaving: can you receive the bins stacked and partially assembled?  Yes     No 

6. Where will the bins be placed? 
   Outside at a garbage truck collection point                                                                                                                  
   Outside, but will have to be dragged to the garbage truck collection point                                     
   Inside, in dedicated garbage room                                                                                                                                                                                     
   Inside, but will have to be dragged to the garbage truck collection point  

 
7. A) Are there any physical barriers (i.e. sidewalks, ramps) that might cause damage to the wheels or that will 

make it difficult to drag the bin to the garbage truck collection point?  
  No         Yes (please specify) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
B) Please specify the lifting device of the garbage truck which is going to empty the bin(s)? (Attach a picture if possible) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
C) In case of 1100 Litres bins: which lid will you need? 

 Dome lid  Dome lid (lid in lid type)  Flat lid (Please specify the required lid colour below) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Please specify if any of the below options or accessories are required: 
 European MGB Product, EN840 Standard, RALGZ  Tow coupler  
Heavy duty wheels with steel rim    Foot pedal opener for the lid          
 RFID identification chip     Double UV (ultraviolet) stabilisation (for plastic bins only)    
 Lifting trunnions at the side       Bin should be standalone type without wheels  
 Lifting comb at the front     Drain plug 

 
 

9. Where do you want the bin(s) to be delivered?  
 
  

10.  Offloading forklift/crane available?  
 Yes   No 

 

Your contact details & full address:  

Thank you for your time and patience for filling in this questionnaire. Please sent this filled-in questionnaire 
to sales@germandistribution.com or you can fax it to +971 4 885 11 02. You will receive as soon as possible a 

customised quotation for your container(s)!
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